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-“ Yushimitsu kou ninnkai meshioose gi narabini daikyou zoujiki”  collection 
belong to NATIONAL M
USEUM
 OF JAPANESE H
ISTORY & “ Eikyou 
4nenn 4gatsu 24nichi M
uromachi gyotei-daikyou sashizu-”  collection belong 
to National Diet Library, Japan-
?
These three documents are related to Ashikaga Yoshimitsu’ s “ Ninnkai 
D
aikyou,”  a celebration banquet for taking up the third m
inister 
“ NaiDaijinn,”  in Eitoku 1 ?
A.D. 1381 ?
. From these three documents, we 
can know about Ashikaga Yoshimitsu’ s “ Kugeka,”  becoming a ruler over the 
royal court. In those days, the “ H
okucho”  royal court was struggling for the 
royal throne. One was a descendant from Gokougonn Tennou, the other was 
Sukou Jyoukou, the elder brother of G
okougonn Tennou, and his son 
Yoshihito. Ashikaga Yoshimitsu was a nephew of G
okougonn Tennou. 
Therefore, Ashikaga Yoshimitsu supported Goennyuu Tennou, the son of 
Gokougonn Tennou, in cooperation with Nijyou Yoshimoto, a man of power 
in the “ H
okucho”  royal court. In preparing the “ Ninnkai Daikyou”  banquet, 
Yoshimitsu took talented court nobles as his manservants, such as Kiyohara 
Yoshikata, the original author of “ Shoninndaikyouki” . Therefore, Sukou 
Jyoukou lost his power in the royal court. Then Gokomatsu Tennou, son of 




ents reveal 25 people who bacam
e Yoshim
itsu’ s 
manservants. A transcriptor commented on each person’ s kinship and the 
relationship between each person and his m
asters. And these three 
Documents reveal the location of the “ Shoujinoue”  and “ Samuraidokoro,”  the 
offices of the manservants, in “ M
uromachidono,”  the palace of Ashikaga 
Yoshim
itsu. They suggest the way in which Yoshim
itsu cam
e to 
understandings with his retainers.
?
Key Words :  Kiyohara Yoshikata, Ashikaga Yoshimitsu, M
uromachidono, 
Nijyou Yoshimoto, Goennyuu Tennou
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?? 17??2018?
国立国会図書館『室町殿御亭大饗指図』全体図
（川上貢『新訂　日本中世住宅の研究』2003中央公論美術出版369頁より転載・加筆）
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（189）
国立国会図書館『室町殿御亭大饗指図』部分図（架蔵番号八三二┉二四八）
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